
Making a decision on a sanctionable failure 
Summary 

How a decision maker decides if a sanctionable failure has occurred 

Content 

A decision maker (DM) receives the following CAMLite task to make a decision on a sanctionable 

failure: 

 Task Type: Decision Maker Complex 

 Sub Type: Sanction Decision  

 SLA: 3 days 

 Notes: 'AR code, date of sanctionable failure 

(dd/mm/yyyy) and brief description (if the 

claimant has complex needs, record that this has 

been considered by the agent and also record if 

the claimant has provided further evidence) 

Multiple referral (dd/mm/yyyy) (if applicable)' 

Or 

 Notes: 'AR code, date of sanctionable failure 

(dd/mm/yyyy). Awaiting further good reason 

gather' 

Or 

 Notes: 'AR code, date of sanctionable failure 

(dd/mm/yyyy). Awaiting UC101 from employer' 

If a claimant has been asked to provide evidence on multiple sanctionable failures, the DM 

checks the claimant's case within CAMLite to view any other multiple CAMLite evidence tasks. If 

these exist, the DM is required to 'pull' these in and action accordingly.  

The DM makes a decision on each sanctionable failure following the process below.  

If the claimant has only provided evidence for one of the sanctionable failures in the case, the 

DM must consider this evidence when making each of the decisions. 



The DM uses the Advice for Decision Making (ADM) guidance to determine whether a sanction 

applies and must make a decision by considering all the evidence and applying the law, including 

any relevant case law, to the facts of each case. Where the legislation specifies or implies 

discretion, the DM's judgement must be reasonable and made with unbiased discretion. 

If the DM decides they need further evidence before making a decision.  

Decision maker decides a sanction applies  

If a sanction is to be applied, a DM decides: 

 the date of the sanctionable failure 

 the level of the sanction  

 the length of the sanction  

 the indicative daily sanction amount 

 consider if there is any compliance activity 

The DM accesses the Decision Making and Appeals Case Recorder (DMACR) and populates an 

LT54 with the following information (if there are multiple sanction referrals, the DM completes an 

LT54 for each referral): 

 name 

 National Insurance number (NINO) 

 date of sanctionable failure 

 nature of failure 

 reasons for decision 

 level of failure 

 AR Code 

 legislation details  

 duration of sanction  

 indicative daily sanction amount  

 name of decision maker and office 

 date decision made 

 any compliance activity (including date of 

compliance) 

If the DM determines that the Claimant Commitment needs to be reviewed because 

of the sanction decision (for example because the claimant is persistently incurring 



sanctionable failures or a sanction is to be imposed and the requirements on the 

Claimant Commitment are no longer achievable), they create a Work Services 

Platform (WSP) task to inform the owning work coach. The task notes are: 'Please 

consider review of Claimant Commitment following sanction decision'.  

The DM then goes to 'Next steps' below. 

Decision maker decides a sanction doesn't apply 

If a sanction is not to be applied, the DM accesses DMACR and populates an LT54 with the 

following reasons for the decision: 

 claimant's name 

 NINO 

 date of sanctionable failure 

 reasons for decision 

 name of decision maker and office 

 date decision made 

If the DM determines that the Claimant Commitment needs to be reviewed because of the 

sanction decision (for example because the claimant is persistently incurring sanctionable 

failures or a sanction has not been imposed because the requirements are not reasonable), they 

create a WSP task to inform the owning work coach. The task notes are: 'Please consider review 

of Claimant Commitment following sanction decision'. The DM then goes to 'Next steps' below. 

Next steps 

In all cases, the DM updates WSP and the Agent Portal with the outcome of the decision.  

Claimant has complex needs 

If the decision is to impose a sanction and the claimant has complex needs, the DM creates the 

following CAMLite task for the account developer to book an appointment for a work coach to 

explain the decision outcome:  

 Task Type: Generic Clerical  

 Sub Type: Action Required  

 Start Task From: Todays date  

 SLA: 1 day  



 Notes: 'Complex needs outcome decision LT54 

uploaded to DRS (dd/mm/yyyy). Book 

Explanation of decision (DMA) interview'  

 Assigned to: UC – Work Services) 


